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The Digestive System must accomplish the following tasks
• Ingestion
• Mechanical breakdown 
• Chemical breakdown 
• Absorption 
• Elimination 
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Mouth 
• Teeth bite off and chew food into a soft pulp that 
is easy to swallow. Chewing mixes the food with watery 
saliva, from 6 salivary glands around the mouth and 
face, to make it moist and slippery. 
• Amylase is an enzyme that breaks down starch into 
sugars 
• Pharynx - a cavity that connects the mouth to the 
esophagus, it also connects the nose and mouth (via the 
larynx) with the trachea

Bolus → mixture of chewed food, partially
digested 

Two types of digestion
l) mechanical
2) chemical

found in saliva

[saliva and chewed food)
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Esophagus
• The esophagus, or gullet, is a muscular tube. It takes food 
from the throat[pharynx] and pushes it down through the 
neck, and into the stomach. It moves food by waves of muscle 
contraction called peristalsis
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Stomach
• The stomach has thick muscles in its wall. 
• These contract to mash the food into a sloppy soup. 
• Also the stomach lining produces strong digestive juices. 
• These attack the food in a chemical way, breaking down and 
dissolving its nutrients. 
• Two valves control the entrances of food into and out of the 
stomach
•
• Cardiac [Esophageal] Spincter - opening between esophagus 
and stomach. It stops the acid in the stomach from flowing back 
up (reflux) into the esophagus. If there is damage or weakness 
to this valve, stomach contents, including hydrochloric acid , flow 
up into the esophagus and cause injury to the lining of the 
esophagus. This causes pain, commonly called "heartburn" or 
"acid reflux". 
• Pyloric Sphincter - opening to the small intestine
• A layer of mucus prevents the stomach from digesting itself.
• Food in the stomach is converted into a thick acidic liquid 
called chyme, which then moves into the small intestine (via 
peristaltic contractions)
• Some substances are absorbed directly into the blood 
stream from the stomach - alcohol and water. 

Protein begins chemical digestion

is in
the stomach. In the presence of HCI
pepsin is activated and will start
to begin digestion of the protein.

Chemical digestion

An enzyme called pepsin

• Mechanical Digestion of protein, fats 
and  carbohydrates
is by                of the stomach.churning
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  Apr 28-10:08 PM          2. 	 Explain the function of the digestive system      	 To help convert food into simple molecules that can be   	 absorbed and used by cells.      3. 	 How do mechanical and chemical digestion work   together to break down foods?      	 Mechanical digestion physically breaks down food into   	 smaller pieces, which makes it easier for enzymes to   	 CHEMICALLY break down large food molecules into   	 smaller molecules.
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  Apr 28-10:08 PM          4. 	 How does bile help in the digestion of fats?      	 Bile dissolves and disperses fat droplets, making it   	 easier  	 for enzymes to reach and further break down   	 fats.      5. 	 What can you infer about the diet of an animal that has   a large appendix?      	 The diet probably contains a lot of cellulose.      	
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  Apr 28-10:08 PM          11. 	 What are the two primary functions of food in the body?      	 The body uses food for energy and as building blocks   to make or repair body tissue.      12. 	 Which nutrients provide the body with energy?      	 Carbohydrates and fats provide the body with energy.      13. 	 What three ways are proteins important to your body?      	 * 	 Needed for growth and repair cells, muscle   	 * 	 enzymes are made from proteins   	 * 	 aid in transport within a cell      15. 	 Explain why swallowed food does not usually enter the   airway leading to the lungs.      	 A flap of tissue known as the epiglottis is forced over   the opening to the air passageways as swallowing occurs.      16. 	 What role do enzymes play during digestion?      	 Enzymes chemically breakdown large food molecules   into smaller molecules that can be absorbed and used by   the cells of the body.
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  Apr 28-10:16 PM          P age 993      1. 	 The amount of energy in food is measured in      	 A. 	 ATP   	 B. 	 Carbohydrates   	 C. 	 calories   	 D. 	 disaccharides      2. 	 The nutrients that are the main source of energy for the body are      	 A. 	 proteins   	 B. 	 fats   	 C. 	 carbohydrates   	 D. 	 vitamins      3. 	 Inorganic nutrients that your body needs, usually in small amounts   are called      	 A. 	 vitamins   	 B. 	 minerals   	 C. 	 proteins   	 D. 	 amino acids         4. 	 Much of mechanical digestion takes place in the       	 A. 	 esophagus   	 B. 	 large intestine   	 C. 	 mouth   	 D. 	 small intestine.      5. 	 An enzyme in saliva that breaks the chemical bonds in starch,   releasing sugar is      	 A. 	 pepsin   	 B. 	 bile   	 C. 	 amylase   	 D. 	 chyme      6. 	 Muscle contractions that help to squeeze food through the   esophagus are known as:      	 A. 	 chemical digestion   	 B. 	 peristalsis   	 C. 	 chyme   	 D. 	 microvilli
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  Apr 28-10:05 PM          PAGE 984      1. 	 List the organs of the digestive system and give the function of   	 each.      	 Mouth -begins mechanical digestion, begins chemical digestion   			 of carbohydrates [starches].      	 Pharynx - bolus pushed to back of mouth       	 Esophagus -moves food to stomach      	 Stomach - continues mechanical digestion, begins chemical  	  		          digestion of proteins.      	 Small intestine -completes chemical digestion of carbohydrates,   				    proteins and fats [both mechanically and  		  				    chemically]      	 Large intestine - removes water from undigested food.         Accessory structures:   		 Salivary glands -secrete amylase   		 Pancreas -secretes bicarbonate and pancreatic juices  		  	                         [trypsin, amylase, lipase]   		 Liver -makes bile which gets stored in the gallbladder
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  Apr 28-10:08 PM          21. 	 What is the primary function of the large intestine?      	 Remove water from undigested food before this   material is eliminated from the body.    28. 	
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  Apr 28-10:08 PM          17. 	 How do mechanical and chemical digestion differ?         	 Mechanical digestion is a physical process.  Chemical   	 digestion involves the breaking of bonds.      18. 	 Describe the functions of HCl and pepsin in the   stomach.      	 HCl activates the enzyme pepsin, which begins the   	 complex process of protein digestion by breaking   	 proteins into smaller fragments.      19. 	 Describe the functions of the pancreas.   	   	 *Releases enzymes that break down carbs, fats and   	   proteins.   	 *Releases [sodium] bicarbonate   	 *regulates blood sugar      20. 	 How is the structure of the villi adapted to their   function?      · 	 The villi contain a network of capillaries [small blood   vessels] and lymph vessels that absorb nutrients from the   SMALL INTESTINE.     · Each villi is covered with fingerlike projections called   microvilli which increase surface area therefore more   absorption
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